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?????? Mosaic KnotsMosaic Knots
MosaicMosaic TilesTiles

Let        denote the following set of Let        denote the following set of 1111
symbols, called symbols, called mosaicmosaic ((unorientedunoriented) ) tilestiles::

( )u
T

Please note that, up to rotation, there are Please note that, up to rotation, there are 
exactly exactly 55 tilestiles

Definition of an nDefinition of an n--MosaicMosaic

An An nn--mosaicmosaic is an        matrix of tiles, with is an        matrix of tiles, with 
rows and columns indexed rows and columns indexed 

n n×

0,1, , 1n − 

An example of a 4An example of a 4--mosaicmosaic

Tile Connection PointsTile Connection Points

A A connectionconnection pointpoint of a tile is a midpoint of a tile is a midpoint 
of an edge which is also the endpoint of a of an edge which is also the endpoint of a 
curve drawn on a tile.  For example,curve drawn on a tile.  For example,
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Contiguous TilesContiguous Tiles

Two tiles in a mosaic are said to be Two tiles in a mosaic are said to be contiguouscontiguous
if they lie immediately next to each other in if they lie immediately next to each other in 
either the either the same rowsame row or the or the same columnsame column..

ContiguousContiguous Not ContiguousNot Contiguous

Suitably Connected TilesSuitably Connected Tiles

A tile in a mosaic is said to be A tile in a mosaic is said to be SuitablySuitably
ConnectedConnected if all its connection points touch the if all its connection points touch the 
connection points of contiguous tiles.  For connection points of contiguous tiles.  For 
example,example,
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KnotKnot MosaicsMosaics

A A knotknot mosaicmosaic is a mosaic with all tiles suitably is a mosaic with all tiles suitably 
connected.  For example,connected.  For example,

Knot Knot 44--MosaicMosaicNonNon--Knot Knot 44--MosaicMosaic

Figure Eight KnotFigure Eight Knot 55--MosaicMosaic

HopfHopf LinkLink 44--MosaicMosaic BorromeanBorromean RingsRings 66--MosaicMosaic

NotationNotation

( )n
M = Set of Set of nn--mosaicsmosaics

( )n
K = Subset of knot Subset of knot nn--mosaicsmosaics

Planar Planar IsotopyIsotopy
MovesMoves


